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        Implementation of Pipes by using IPC       

Objective

There is no form of IPC that is simpler than pipes, Implemented on every flavor of 
UNIX.

Basically, a call to the pipe() function returns a pair of file descriptors. One of 
thesedescriptors is connected to the write end of the pipe, and the other is connected to 
the read
end. Anything can be written to the pipe, and read from the other end in the 

Basically, a call to the pipe() function returns a pair of file descriptors. One of these 
descriptors is connected to the write end of the pipe, and the other is connected to the 
read end. Anything can be written to the pipe, and read from the other end in the order it 
came in. On many systems, pipes will fill up after you write about 10K to them without 
reading
anything out.

Overview

The following example shows how a pipe is created, reading and writing from pipe. A pipe 
provides a one-way flow of data.
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A pipe provides a one-way flow of data. A pipe is created by the pipe system call. int pipe 
( int *filedes ) ; Two file descriptors are returned- filedes[0] which is open for reading , and 
filedes[1] which is open for writing.

Pipes are typically used to communicate between two different processes in the following 
way. First, a process creates a pipe and then forks to create a copy of itself, as shown 
above figure.

Next the parent process closes the read end of the pipe and the child process closes the 
write end of the pipe. The fork system call creates a copy of the process that was 
executing. The process that executed the fork is called the parent process and the new 
process is called the child process. The fork system call is called once but it returns twice.

1) The first return value in the parent process is the process ID of the newly created child 
process.

2) The second return value in the child process is zero.
If the fork system call is not successful, -1 is returned

Pseudo code:

START

Store any message in one character array ( char *msg=”Hello world”) 
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Declare another character array 

Create a pipe by using pipe() system call 

Create another process by executing fork() system call 

In parent process use system call write() to write message from one process to 

another process. 

In child process display the message.

Procedure

a)/* CREATION OF A ONEWAY PIPE IN A SINGLE PROCESS. */

    Include the header files stdio.h,stdlib.h

main()

{

int pipefd[2],n;

char buff[100];

pipe(pipefd);

printf("\nreadfd=%d",pipefd[0]);

printf("\nwritefd=%d",pipefd[1]);

write(pipefd[1],"helloworld",12);

n=read(pipefd[1],buff,sizeof(buff));
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printf("\n size of the data%d",n);

printf("\n data from pipe:%s",buff);

}

b) /* CREATION OF A ONEWAY PIPE BETWEEN TWO PROCESS */

Include the header files stdio.h,stdlib.h

main()

{

int pipefd[2],n,pid;

char buff[100];

pipe(pipefd);

printf("\n readfd=%d",pipefd[0]);

printf("\n writefd=%d",pipefd[1]);

pid=fork();

if(pid==0)

{

close(pipefd[0]);

printf("\n CHILD PROCESS SENDING DATA\n"); write(pipefd[1],"hello world",12);

}

else

{

close(pipefd[1]);
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printf("PARENT PROCESS RECEIVES DATA\n"); n=read(pipefd[0],buff,sizeof(buff));

printf("\n size of data%d",n);

printf("\n data received from child throughpipe:%s\n",buff);
}
}

c)  /*CREATION OF A TWOWAY PIPE BETWEEN TWO PROCESS*/

         Include the header files stdio.h,stdlib.h

main()

{

int p1[2],p2[2],n,pid;

char buf1[25],buf2[25];

pipe(p1);

pipe(p2);

printf("\n readfds=%d %d\n",p1[0],p2[0]); printf("\n writefds=%d %d\n",p1[1],p2[1]); pid=fork();

if(pid==0)

{

close(p1[0]);

printf("\n CHILD PROCESS SENDING DATA\n"); write(p1[1],"where is MVR",25);

close(p2[1]);

read(p2[0],buf1,25);

printf(" reply from parent:%s\n",buf1); sleep(2);

}

else

{
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close(p1[1]);

printf("\n parent process receiving data\n");

n=read(p1[0],buf2,sizeof(buf2));

printf("\n data received from child through pipe:%s\n",buf2);

sleep(3);

close(p2[0]);

write(p2[1],"MVR COLLEGE PARITALA",25);

printf("\n reply send\n");

}

}

Output

a) Out put:

readfd=3

writefd=4

 size of the data-1

b) Out put:

 readfd=3

 writefd=4

PARENT PROCESS RECEIVES DATA

 writefd=4

 CHILD PROCESS SENDING DATA
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 size of data12

 data received from child throughpipe:hello world

C) Out put:

readfds=3 5

 writefds=4 6

 parent process receiving data

 CHILD PROCESS SENDING DATA

 data received from child through pipe:where is MVR
 
reply send
 
reply from parent:MVR COLLEGE PARITALA

Viva-Voice Questions

1. What is a pipe?
2. What are the functions of pipe?
3. What are the operations on pipe?
4. What are the types of pipes?
5. What is a Process?
6. What is IPC?
7. Explain About IPC?

Lab Report

After successful completion of this lab, the student will have the ability to Know pipes by using 
IPC.
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